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NEW QUESTION 163

You have observed that the legacy 802.11a/g clients on your wireless network are often rate shifting to the next lower rate. Which

functionality must you turn on to help prevent this rate shift and avoid the performance impact?

A.    ClientLink

B.    BandSelect

C.    CleanAir

D.    VideoStream

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 164

Which approach is used to determine if an on wire rogue AP exists and is active?

A.    RLDP

B.    UDP

C.    DTLS

D.    RSSI

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 165

Which two types of rogue APs can be detected only by CleanAir capable APs? (Choose two.)

A.    Wi-Fi direct

B.    Wi-Fi inverted

C.    ad hoc rogue AP

D.    Mi-Fi

E.    Wi-Fi invalid channel

Answer: CD

NEW QUESTION 166

A client is failing PEAP authentication and a debug shows the server is sending an Access-Reject message. Which action must you

take to resolve authentication?

A.    Verify that the user is using the same password that is on the server.

B.    Verify that the user account is the same in the client certificate.

C.    Verify that the validate server certificate on the client is disabled.

D.    Verify that the client certificates are from the proper CA and server certificate.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 167

An engineer has discovered that new access points cannot join a Cisco Catalyst 3850 switch stack due to an insufficient number of

access point licenses. Which action resolves this issue?

A.    Use the license right-to-use activate apcount 5 slot 1 acceptEULA command.

B.    Add an additional Cisco Catalyst 3850 switch to the stack to load balance the license count.

C.    Reboot the switch stack to clear the stale access point count and free up additional licenses.

D.    Return the switch and exchange it for one with additional access point licensing.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 168

Which change must be implemented to correctly configure dynamic interface on a WLC?

A.    Use tagged VLANs for dynamic interfaces.
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B.    Assign the dynamic interface an IP from the same VLAN as the virtual interface.

C.    Put all dynamic interfaces configured on one port on the same VLAN or IP subnet.

D.    Configure each dynamic interface with a secondary subnet.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 169

You are analyzing a CAPWAP join request from an AP. Which information can you capture?

A.    AP hardware and software version

B.    if the AP is using 2.4 or 5 Ghz band

C.    AP broadcast channel

D.    name of the WLC

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 170

Which characteristic can be observable when using a packet sniffer on a network that has a hidden node issue?

A.    excessive ACK timeouts

B.    excessive retries

C.    excessive authentication failures

D.    small fragmentation windows

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 171

An engineer is concerned about rogue-on-wire and wants to enable port security. Which guideline must the engineer follow?

A.    Configure ACLs on the switch.

B.    Configure static mac addresses on the switch ports that the APs are connected.

C.    Enable port security on dynamic access ports.

D.    Use 802.1x with port security to prevent MAC spoofing.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 172

Which two parameters must be considered when evaluating for severity on a Wi-Fi interferer? (Choose two.)

A.    number of active wireless clients

B.    OS of the affected wireless clients

C.    location in the wireless infrastructure

D.    broadcast frequency

E.    dBm

Answer: DE

NEW QUESTION 173
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